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North Carolina Association of Local Health Directors 

Association Business Meeting 

August 16, 2018 
Division of Public Health, 5605 Six Forks Rd, Raleigh NC 

 

Minutes 

 
Meeting Called To Order – Dennis Joyner 

The Cardinal Room was alive with movement and chatter as public health leaders roamed the familiar landscape. Their ideas and 

hopefulness spread across the space just as the progeny of Temüjin spread across the world. President Joyner, looking upon the group 

and the common good abounding, reflected that one arrow may be broken but many arrows are indestructible. He then convened the 

meeting at 0934. 

 

Approval of Minutes – Stacie Saunders 

Motion to approve minutes of the July 19, 2018 meeting was made and seconded; motion approved. 

 

Treasurer’s/Financial Report – Stacie Saunders 

Motion to approve the current Treasurer’s/Financial Report was made and seconded; motion approved.   

 

CCNC Presentation – Virtual Health Rollout – Dr. Tom Wroth 

President Joyner introduced CCNC staff Dr. Tom Wroth, Kate Berrien and Denise Levis to the association (Presentations attached). 

Beth Lovette (NC DPH) requested a point of privilege in order to make some brief introductions for other visitors to the meeting. At 

this time, staff from the NCAPHA were recognized. Additionally, Pam Petty with Carolina Complete Health introduced herself.  

Wroth, CEO of CCNC, shared that the presentation goal was to discuss the OBCM and CC4C care management programs and the 

care management data platform known as Virtual Health that will roll out in October 2018. Wroth reminded the association that NC 

DHHS released the Medicaid Transformation RFP on August 9. Wroth discussed CCNC’s process toward transition to managed care 

model for Medicaid. Wroth then turned the floor over to Berrien, Senior Director of Integrated Health and Maternal Program Lead at 

CCNC. Berrien acknowledged that many in the room were present at the data platform transition in 2011 when CCNC moved to 

CMIS. Berrien stated that CMIS will retire on October 25 and Virtual Health will go live on October 29. CMIS will be archived and 

be available for a few months to be sure that no data has been lost in the transition. Berrien stated that files and information are 

migrating to Virtual Health now and the field-testing on that migration is currently occurring. Berrien stated that CCNC is not 

implementing any major programmatic changes to OBCM or CC4C at this time. Berrien summarized recent changes that have 

occurred in the two programs including the transition to the Maternal Infant Impactability Score over a year ago in OBCM. Berrien 

stated CCNC has seen better analytics in a more evidence-based model. Berrien stated that benefits of Virtual Health includes better 

automation, care-plan driven with decision support, and improved efficiencies. Berrien shared several demonstration screens showing 

how the patient data appears in Virtual Health. Berrien then reported on the project timeline progress and next steps including training. 

The training plan for OBCM includes five (5) core trainers that are dedicated to the program and 30 training champions. Training 

sessions for OBCM will occur between September 24 and October 19. The dates and locations of the training sessions were shared via 

the OBCM Newsletter in early August. Berrien stated that the goal is not to have trainees travel more than two (2) hours for training. 

She then went on to described the training rollout for CC4C that also includes core trainers and training champions. Berrien then 

provided things for leadership to consider to support the transition including ensuring staff attend assigned trainings, be a host location 

for trainings, provide training champions, provide “desk time” for staff before and after training, and reorganization of caseloads post 

implementation.  

Levis, COO for the Clinically Integrated Network (CIN) for CCNC, then provided information on the Community Care Physicians 

Network (CCPN). Levis stated that 80% of practices that have joined the network have five (5) or fewer providers within the practice. 

She stated the purpose of a CIN is to bring independent clinicians together to improve the quality of care. The goals is to create a high-

performing network that is committed to providing quality care to their populations. This network includes local health departments. 

Levis stated that CCNC CIN is different from others because it was built to be the most practice-friendly and physician led 

organization based on a primary care delivery system. Over 700 practices, representing 2200 clinicians, are included in the network as 

of August. Levis also provided network member profile including that of the clinician specialties 43% are Family Medicine and a little 

over 34% are Pediatrics. Additionally, based on practice type, 25% of members are Pediatric practices, 23% are FQHCs with health 

departments making up about 5% of practice membership. Of the practices represented, they are serving almost 700,000 Medicaid 

clients, most of the children under 21 years. Levis then provided a list of 27 health departments that are participating in the network 
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and stated that she would invite others to participate. At this time, Lovette asked for clarity about whether health departments without 

primary care and only fee for service could join the CIN. Levis state no; health departments would need to provide primary care and 

be a medical home for patients. Lovette then further clarified that entering a CIN would be appropriate for a health department is they 

were providing prenatal care and acting as a pregnancy medical home. Levis stated that CCPN is not exclusive; a provider can be a 

member of CCPN and an ACO, etc. Levis stated that CCPN is talking to several managed care organization with many having already 

signed letters of intent. Levis then discussed some potential business solutions identified by members already including group vaccine 

purchasing and 24-hour nurse advice line. Dr. Betsey Tilson provided additional comments stating that a provider could just do 

primary care or just do pregnancy medical home or do both and potentially be eligible for the network.  

President’s Report – Dennis Joyner 

 

President Joyner queried the membership regarding new health directors. At this time, Pam Brown announced that she is serving as 

the Health Director in Lenoir County. The association was delighted to welcome Brown in her new role and as a new member.  

 

President Joyner then beseeched if there were any retiring Health Directors to recognize. At this time, Michael Rhodes of Greene 

County announce that he was retiring at the end of October. Rhodes has dedicated over 40 years to the discipline and service of Public 

Health. The membership congratulated him on his pending retirement.  

 

President Joyner then inquired as to any position transitions within the membership. Jay Burrus, Dare County DHHS Director, 

announced his retirement and informed the membership that Sheila Davies, current Health Director in Dare County, was appointed the 

new Dare County DHHS Director. She will be functioning as DHHS Director and Health Director.  

 

President Joyner then announced that Danny Staley is retiring from his position at NC Division of Public Health.  

 

President Joyner reminded membership that the NC Association of County Commissioners Conference is August 23-25 in Hickory. 

Philip Tarte (New Hanover), Lillian Koontz (Davidson), and Layton Long (Chatham) will be presenting Environmental Health hot 

topics including Gen X and recent legislative changes.  

President Joyner announced that 74 health departments have signed on the collective LOI process. He stated that he is currently 

reviewing an LOI with Optimal Health. Additionally, he stated that he has met with Meridian and anticipated an LOI draft soon.  

President Joyner then shared that local health departments utilizing NCAPHA Cost Settlement Services had been advised by Steven 

Garner to email DMA to request the claims report now. Joyner spoke with Jim Flowers of DMA and Flowers stated that claims reports 

are not complete until end of October. Flowers further stated that counties could get their reports earlier but not all claims may be 

included. Joyner further discussed with Garner; at this time, they are recommending that counties get the reports sooner. The belief is 

at final desk audit the final claims report would be used thereby shoring up any discrepancies between using the earlier claim report 

versus waiting until October to receive a claims report. Joyner asked that by consensus if health directors would want their reports 

earlier and members affirmed. Joyner stated that Garner is urging health directors to send back the attestation letter he sends as soon as 

possible.  

Lastly, Joyner mentioned that on behalf of the association, he has submitted a letter of supporting the full adoption of the 18E put forth 

by DPH regarding Environmental Health revisions. He stated that the 18E Rules were passed last Wednesday.  

NC DHHS Chief Medical Officer/State Health Director Report- Dr. Betsey Tilson 

Tilson reiterated that the Medicaid Transformation RFP went out last Wednesday. She stated that NC still does not have federal 

approval of the 1115 Waiver. She further added most of the care management pieces have been approved by CMS and the hold-up 

continues to be the social determinants work and the regional pilot plan.  

Tilson reported that opioid-related deaths are increasing with a move from prescription-related deaths to more illicit drug-associated 

deaths. She stated that the Payers Council Report is closer to release, which includes best practices to align payers regarding 

prescription practices, treatment and pain management. Sue Lynn Ledford (Wake) asked where on the priority list pregnant women 

with opioid use are in regards to losing Medicaid coverage postpartum. Tilson stated that it was a high priority and briefly discussed 

the many facets considered when discussing that population including CURES funding, two-generational approaches, etc.  
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Tilson then spoke about the Social Determinants of Health screening tool and relayed that health departments who will be 

participating in the field-testing have received information. She also mentioned that the announcement regarding the Resource 

Platform will be released next week.  

Tilson then communicated that DHHS is working on an Early Childhood Action Plan identifying strategies. She stated there is a great 

deal of interest statewide regarding ACES and Resilience. Tilson stated she will be visiting Alamance County on August 30 for an 

ACES event. She stated that if other communities are interest to communicate that interest and she can present or provide the 

presentation slides for use.  

NCDPH Division Director Report- Beth Lovette 

Lovette stated that Danny Staley was vacationing and she would be reporting on his behalf. She reiterated that Staley will soon retire 

and that key leadership roles are vacant in DPH. She stated that Chris Hoke’s position posting will close soon and interviews will 

occur in the near future. She reminded members that Lou Turner of the NC State Laboratory of Public Health retired in July and it has 

taken some time to plan and be thoughtful about the position. Lovette also stated that the Division Director position is a “policy 

exempt” position, which means a posting may or may not be seen. At this time, Carolyn Moser (Pender) recommended NCALHD 

show appreciation to Hoke and Staley in some formal way. Lovette suggested a formal letter of appreciation.  

Lovette stated the Chief Medical Examiner (CME) Office is reaching critical staffing shortages. The office is requesting an emergency 

refrigerated truck to hold bodies. Lovette stated that state is asking local communities to hold bodies longer than historically 

requested. Lovette added that state is constructing language to funeral directors regarding turnaround times and expected delays in 

release of bodies. She stated there is potential for federal dollars to help support CME. Lovette asked that NCALHD support 

messaging that CME desires to decrease turnaround times. Lisa Harrison (Granville-Vance) relayed that additional language was 

added to existing legislation requiring DSS to claim unclaimed bodies. Moser added history and context to the DSS requirement. 

Ledford requested a brief statement that local health directors can share with partners in local communities. Moser stated that county 

managers received recommendation to regularly check temperatures in body storage facilities.  

NCDPH Environmental Health Report- Larry Michael 

Michael thanked NCALHD for their support of the 18E Rules. He commented the rules are based in science and consistent with 

national standard. Michael stated Rules Review Commission meeting is held in September and October. If the Commission approves 

the rules, then implementation can then take place.  

 

Michael reminded membership that the World Equestrian Games will begin September 10. He recognized 12 health departments that 

have provided resources for the event including Alamance, Chatham, Cleveland, Gaston, Guilford, Mecklenburg, New Hanover, 

Person, Pitt, Richmond, Rockingham, Union, Transylvania, and Buncombe, . He stated that counties providing resources will not 

penalized in the compliance percentages.  Michael mentioned that September is also peak of hurricane season. He stated that with 

25,000-50,000 people attending each day, Norovirus prevention is a priority. He acknowledged the Public Health Preparedness and 

Response, particularly Brian Combs, for the contingency planning.  

 

Michael stated that the Republican National Convention will take place in Charlotte in 2020. Michael stated that planning for this 

event begins in January 2019. Tilson added that a concern for her during large events is sex trafficking. She mentioned that several 

groups, including EMS, hospitality services, and housekeeping, have received information to increase awareness. Michael added that 

sex trafficking training and awareness information was included in the planning of the World Equestrian Games. Philip Tarte (New 

Hanover) suggested the call for staffing resources go out well in advance of the event. 

 

NC Office of Rural Health- Ginny Ingram 

 

Ingram provided a brief history of how and why ORH began collecting data. She stated that ORH is now at the point where they can 

begin sharing meaningful data to General Assembly and to grantees. Ingram provided a demonstration of the UDS aggregate data 

Office of Rural Health is gathering from grantees. Ingram explained how this data could be used as a tool for local health departments. 

Ingram stated that in the future the data would be stratified by group type, which would then lend itself to best practice sharing and 

potentially collaboration among grantees of similar types. Therefore, Ingram cautioned, at this time, reading too much into the data as 

it is a “little apples to oranges” but that the demonstration would give local health directors a feel for what data is possible. She stated 

that aggregate data of all grantees collectively could be shared but ORH would not share LHD specific data with others without 

NCALHD knowledge. At this time, Lynette Tolson (Executive Director) stated the Primary Care Advisory Committee (PCAC) meets 

monthly and received a preliminary demonstration of the data by above mentioned group subtyping. Tolson went on to say that upon 

seeing that data, she and the DPH representative had a less than positive reaction. Tolson asserted that local health department data 
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“does not look good”. She further stated that this data is self-reported data and this may not be accurate. She went onto to state that the 

ORH is looking at this data and ultimately the General Assembly. At this time, Lovette, DPH representative on PCAC, clarified that 

she did not share the reaction as stated above. Lovette then provided kudos to ORH on the collection of the data thus far. Lovette 

further stated that local health department looked great in some areas and had some areas of improvement. Lovette provided further 

clarity regarding the community health grant and its use of the exact same language as the UDS reports. She then stated that typical 

local health department EMRs have difficultly pulling this UDS data easily. Lovette, as examples, stated Appalachian Health District, 

Craven, and Wilkes all had to immensely modified the existing EMR to be able to retrieve the UDS data effectively. Lovette stated 

this is a new opportunity to look at local data. Harrison stated that local health departments have only had access to these grants for 

two years, whereas FQHCs have had access for several years more and time to adapt. Ingram then described technical assistance and 

support available at ORH, including the Health Information Technology Team (HIT Team), that can assist local health departments. 

Ingram is likely to return for the October Planning and Innovation or Technology Committee to further present ORH collected data.   

NCDPH Technical Training and Assistance Branch Report- Phyllis Rocco  

Rocco stated that the Principles and Practice of Public Health Nursing course registration deadline is August 28. This is required for 

all nurses that are not BSN prepared. Rocco sent out a job description for shelter nurses was sent to Health Directors and Directors and 

Nursing.  

 

Rocco reported Amanda Fuller Moore did some research and found website that shows 340B providers in various communities. She 

stated this may be helpful in the 340B discussion that occurred in the Policy and Finance committee.  

 

Rocco stated the second quarter of HAS data will go out August 16 in the afternoon.   

 

Executive Director’s Report – Lynette Tolson 

Tolson stated that Cost Settlement trainings will begin next week and two additional dates will open soon. She referred members to 

the NCPHA website to register staff.  

Tolson reported that she and staff are visiting regional Local Health Director Meetings and is impressed with the work occurring in 

those meeting.  

Tolson stated she attended the NACCHO and the SACCHO meeting at the annual conference. Tolson mentioned the reorganization of 

NACCHO and a focus of local needs. Tolson stated she will be serving as chair of the SACCHO group.  

Tolson provided an update on NCAPHA staff, Becky Hughes, and informed members that Hughes will be on medical leave and 

continues to work part-time.  

Primary Care Committee – Carolyn Moser 

Moser stated that members should have received an email with five attachments, medical home framework that provided a gap 

analysis for local health departments. This email also includes FAQs.  

Committee Reports: Committees did not meet 

 

Nomination and Bylaws – Jim Bruckner 

     Action:   

     Information: NONE 

 

Education and Awards – Suzanne Wright 

     Action:   

     Information:  NONE 

 

 

 

Technology – Jim Madson 

     Action:   

     Information:   
1. Presentation on the EMR Diabetes Registry - Vanessa Greene (HIEA) and Dan Miller (SAS) 

Data that populates the registry is building as more and more agencies sign on as participants through the HIE participation 

agreement (refer to attachment 11 in the Agreement documentation). Data is not available for the user, yet – but should in the 
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near future. Presently DPH has access to the compiled data. Demo of the data was given. Graphs, Charts tables and maps can 

all be generated from the registry. Data can be broken down by county, City or zip code. Can also view a practice’s/clinic’s 

clientele data. Multiple filters will allow for a stratified view of the diabetic population. The product will become a valuable 

tool for public health. The presenters are asking for feedback from the association on how they would like the data accessible 

or broken down.  

2. Presentation on the Electronic Death Registry System (EDRS) -Catherine Ryan and Jeff Smedley (Office of Vital Records) 

Only 4 states not reporting through an electronic system, NC being one. EDRS advisory group built a list of standards that 

needed to be included in the RFP. RFP went out in 2016-17. VitalCheck is the company awarded the project. VitalCheck is 

also doing this work in 9 other states. Presently awaiting a schedule from the Office of Project Management to begin. There 

will be a pilot prior to complete roll-out. Catherine hesitantly gave an estimate of 18 moths for roll-out.  

 

 

Policy and Finance – Steve Smith 

     Action:  

Smith stated that several health directors mentioned their county managers and elected officials were inquiring regarding 

NCALHD legislative agenda. Smith reported NCALHD priorities carry through 2018. Bill Smith (Robeson) noted that 

NCALHD recently voted to support funding to DPH and DEQ regarding Gen X and that was not included in the existing 

legislative agenda. Smith further added that as more is learned about these compounds, state and local resources and funding 

will need to be addressed.  

Bill Smith made a motion to add language to support DPH and DEQ regarding Gen X to legislative agenda, Michael 

Rhodes seconded the motion. Vote called. Motion passed.  

 

     Information:  

Smith provided a summary of the 340B program reform issue and outlined position of several advocacy groups. 

Disproportionate share of hospital that participate in the 340B are not honoring the intent of the program and are receiving 

significant discount without extending additional charity care portion of the program. This is a delicate issue for health 

departments as they may have one of these hospitals in their communities. Smith commented that the accountability measures 

appear to be different among different group and for hospitals those measures are weak. Smith is reaching out to NC 

Healthcare Association (formerly the Hospital Association). 

Smith reiterated that the Medicaid Transformation RFP has been released and encouraged members to read the document.  

Smith reported that Stacie Saunders presented further on a strategic direction presentation seen at recent NACCHO 

conference.  

Planning and Innovation – Janet Clayton 

     Action:  None 

     Information:   

Jill Moore provided a historical summary of consolidation since the ratification of the 2012 HB 438- Consolidation Bill.  In 2011, 

UNC-SOG and NCIPH received a grant from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.  In 2013, a study was published with 

baseline data for public health departments.  The data included potential legal issues, funding, workforce, and services provided.  

Focus groups with stakeholders were held.  The information also included data from a quantitative survey. 

Now, approximately 6 years later, 1/3 of the 84 health departments are consolidated in some way.  The SOG and NCIPH are 

beginning to seek initial seed funding and then will seek additional grant funds to study whether or not consolidation affected the 

following: efficiencies, intraagency sharing, employees, services, successes, lessons learned, the effectiveness of the various 

organizational structures, and baseline data for social services departments.  There will be conversations with stakeholders such as 

NCALHD, DSS, NCACC, CHS group, and ANCBH.  Please contact Jill Moore if there are other suggested aspects or 

stakeholders. The project will include dissemination of usable formats for agencies. 

The following questions were posed: 

 Will the study compare and contrast the different types of departments as in the 2013 study?  JM- She would assume so 

but may be condensed. 

 Will the study look at the effectiveness for providing public health services?  Yes. 

 How has being governed by county commissioner changed how public health may pursue issues due to political 

interference?  

 There was a request for a comparison of the governing boards. 

 Inquire as to why the county opted for consolidation. 
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 How does consolation affect technology and positions? 

 

      

Preparedness/EPI – Lillian Koontz 

Action:  Koontz reported there was discussion regarding the Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Reauthorization Act of 2018 

during committee. She stated committee supported a letter from NCALHD would be beneficial particularly portions that would 

allow for pre-preparedness training of all staff regardless of salary funding source.  

  

Motion from committee for NCALHD to submit letter to Senator Burr regarding the PAHPR Act of 2018. Motion from 

committee needs no second. Vote called. Motion passed.  

 

NCALHD Secretary drafted the letter and will send to Tolson for letterhead.  

 

     Information:  

Dr. Zack Moore presented several updates: 

Updates regarding HepA Response 

- To date there are 20 cases in Charlotte, NC is strategically focusing efforts on mitigating the spread of the disease.  Three 

high-risk categories have been identified: MSM, Homelessness, and drug use.  The state is already in discussion with state 

operated healthcare facilities to provide the vaccine to their residents.   

- Thank you to all local health departments who participated in the questionnaire (65 respondents) regarding provision of 

HepA vaccine during STD clinics.  It appeared that those who were not currently providing vaccines congruently with 

regular STD services were not doing so due to logistical reasons.   

- Locally, in addition to promoting vaccine in-house it would be a good idea to begin talking with homeless shelters and jails in 

your community.  Currently the vaccine is available, and the supply is looking good.   

Ebola 

- Outbreak in the Democratic Republic of Congo.  Different strain than before.   

- In a very rural area.  High risk of spread locally, low risk for global spread.  

- Currently no travel monitoring or travel restrictions. Be watching email for more guidance from the state. 

 

Mr. Brian Combs provided updates: 

Preparation for the World Equestrian Games 

- Will be in the Rutherford/Polk/McDowell District 

- The games have been occurring worldwide since 1990.  Considered the Olympics of Horses; they are hosted every four 

years, with the first being held in Europe.  

- Kentucky hosted event in 2010; we have used our partners in Kentucky to assist in preparation for the NC event.  

- There are 49 EH volunteers, a huge thank you to the departments that are allowing staff to participate.  EH will be working 

12hr shifts in two person teams for three days.  

- Accommodations for participants will range from Atlanta-Asheville.   

- VIPER system will be utilized, feel free to monitor if you like.  

- For the first time, SKYPE is being used by the state to educate the food vendors prior to arrival.   

o There was a question from the group regarding if this technology could be available/utilized for other festivals: The 

Azalea Festival, Merle Fest, etc.  The state does not see why it could not be used, but no specific discussion on how 

this could be implemented at the local level.  

Quarterly PC Focused Projects 

- Quarterly each of the 4 regions will be working on the same project.  Last quarter it was the PanFlu plan. 

- This quarter the focus is on responding to contamination spill events.  

 

Maternal & Child Health, Care Management and WIC – Teresa Ellen 

     Action:   

     Information:   

Mary Anne Burghardt reported that all agencies have now implemented E WIC and are utilizing EBT.  She stated the WIC branch has 

some flags and stands with Welcome and E WIC printed on them. The stands can also be used with other banners to celebrate another 

occasion such as national nutrition month.  Burghardt reminded the group that August is Breastfeeding month. She stated the May 

participation rates were sent out recently and were consistent with nationwide standards.  Unfortunately, there has been no increase in 

WIC participation due to the implementation of E WIC. Burghardt went on to tell the group the WIC formula will be changing to 

Gerber as of October 1, 2018. The state is required to put the formula out for bid every three years.   She apologized for the delay in 

distributing the patient education flyers for the formula change.  She stated that Gerber changed their packaging in May and they had 

to print the flyers a second time.  
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In addition to the formula change there is another significant rule that will be effective Oct. 1, 2018.  Any formula returned to WIC 

may no longer be reissued.  There was much discussion about this and Burghardt stated this was a federal rule implemented because 

they felt the safety of the formula could not be assured.  She suggested WIC staff encourage participants to redeem smaller quantities 

until they are sure the child can tolerate the formula.  However, we cannot restrict the amount redeemed. In addition, each WIC 

agency must write a policy stating how they will separate and dispose of the returned formula.  Sue Lynn Ledford asked the WIC 

branch to prepare a sample policy for distribution and Burghardt agreed. Lastly, she reported they been working on their disaster plans 

and they are on posted on the WIC website.  She reminded us that locally we need to have paper forms available in the event 

crossroads goes down and if that should occur you need to notify your regional consultant and customer service desk right away.    

 

Smith expressed discontent in the communication from state WIC to Health Directors. Lovette stated she will take the feedback and 

suggestions back to DPH.  

 

Environmental Health – Heath Cain 

 Action: None 

 Information:  

Michael Doyle presented on mosquito surveillance. Doyle stated DPH could test if locals need mosquitoes tested. Pender County is 

utilizing drone technology to trap and monitor mosquito species in that area.  

 

Larry Michael reported on the strategic planning in Environmental Health. Michael will check on the requirement for CIT if retired 

and desiring work by contract in local health department. Committee discussed what defines a backlog and what quality improvement 

measures could be put in place to assist counties with greater backlogs. Cain offered to send a survey to NCALHD to determine create 

average backlogs and association was supportive of that approach.  

 

Public Health Prevention & Promotion – Helene Edwards 

 Action:  

 

 Information: 

HIDTA Efforts and Activities Update— Scott Proescholdbell and Sherani Jagroep presented to the committee members.  

 HIDTA means High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area Program. It was started in 1990 after the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988. 

 Mr. Proescholdbell explained the Opioid Data Surveillance, in which this opioid data is shared between law enforcement and 

public health. The opioid data is specific by county or region or LME. 

 NC DETECT-NC Disease Event Tracking and Epidemiologic Collection Tool—it is a surveillance system that uses ER data. 

 Health Director can designate any team member or staff to access to data. 

 Ms. Jaroep explained the HIDTA Heroin Response Strategy. This is a Federal Grant program to assist local law enforcement 

agencies 2015. NC is part of the Atlanta HIDTA which includes Georgia, NC, and SC. (Power point slides attached) 

 Mr. Scott Higginbotham explained the roles of the Drug Intelligence Officers (DIO) and the Overdose Detection Mapping 

Application Program (ODMAP). 

 ODMAP trainings are available to local health departments, contact Ms. Amy Olson, aolson@wb.hidta.org. 

 
Tobacco Update-- Sally Herndon provided a tobacco update: 

October 16, 2018 1-3pm American Heart Association Raleigh NC. 

 The North Carolina Alliance for Health Tobacco Control Committee  

 Strategic planning session to determine NCAH’s policy priorities for the 2019 Session  

 

October 25, 2018 Day-Long Tobacco Control Educational Meeting 

Target:  Partners and Leaders interested in working collaboratively to reduce the health and economic burdens of tobacco use in 

NC (Raleigh – Specific Place to be determined) 

 

October 8-11, 2018 Duke-UNC Certified Tobacco Treatment Specialist Training for licensed clinical providers 

 Nationally Accredited Training Program  

 UNC Family Medicine 

 Registration is live at https://www.dukeunctts.com/ 

 If you would like to host a Duke UNC CTTS training with health systems in your region, contact Sally Herndon 

sally.herndon@dhhs.nc.gov or 919-707-5401.   

 Health Directors expressed concern about how to address e-cigs on school grounds and increase usage among teens.  

 JUUL is popular among teens and it has higher levels of nicotine solvents. 

 

Chronic Disease & Injury Prevention Updates -- Dr. Susan Kansagra provided an update 

          

mailto:aolson@wb.hidta.org
https://www.dukeunctts.com/
mailto:sally.herndon@dhhs.nc.gov
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 Healthy Communities work group met on August 16, 2018 

 The Chronic Disease and Injury Prevention staff completed applications for CDC funding for Opioids and Chronic Disease 

Prevention to support hypertension and diabetes programs 

 

Behavioral Health Update -- Cody Kinsley, Deputy Secretary of Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities, & Substance Abuse 

Services provided information and update: 

 BIG PRIORITY—Opioids substance use disorder treatment.  

 CURES programs provide funding to treat Medicaid and uninsured people with substance use disorders 

 CURES program receives more than $20 million in funding 

 Funding priorities are to substance use disorder treatment to Native American populations and to the re-entry programs 

across the State 

 Budget will include one million dollars for Naloxone purchases 

 Media campaigns for opioid abuse prevention  

 Mr. Kinsley discussed the Medicaid Transformation RFP and the vision of the NC DHHS (Attached the Transformation to 

Managed Care Overview handout) 

 

Public Health Regions- No action or information items 

 

 

Partner Reports 

 

NCAPHA Report – Tarte stated that the Alliance Board would be meeting immediately after the association meeting.  

  

NCPHA Report – David Jenkins (Stanly) reminded the members that first cohort graduates of the Emerging Leaders Institute will be 

presenting at Fall Conference. He also stated that the second cohort has been chosen and thanked NC Medical Society for their 

support. Jenkins reminded members of the upcoming NCPHA Fall Conference in Charlotte and informed folks that the hotel 

overflow is currently being utilized. He urged members to donate door prizes to be given out at the close of the conference.  

  

NCSOPHE- Julie Gooding-Hasty reported NCSOPHE is looking for award nominations and nominations are due September 7. She 

also remind membership of the upcoming NCSOPHE Conference November 8-9 in Hickory.  

 

Liaison Reports 

NACCHO – Chris Dobbins (Gaston) reported that NACCHO was finalizing upcoming Hill Day.  

 

ANCBH/NALBOH – 

Next ANCBH meeting will be in Greensboro on Saturday October 6, 2018. 

 

AWARDS: Three awards are given annually. These include the Carl Durham Award, Outstanding Board of Health, and Robert Ed 

Strother Partnership Award. Award nominations are DUE ON AUGUST 24. Applications may be sent electronically or by US mail to: 

Edna Hensey, 2051 White Oak Rd., Raleigh 27608   Email:  ehenseyANCBH@gmail.com. These will be presented at NCPHA 

Awards luncheon, Thursday, Sept. 20 at the Hilton Charlotte University Place.    Information is available on our website.  

 

NALBOH:  RALEIGH HOSTED 2018 ANNUAL CONFERENCE, AUGUST 7 – 10.  More than 150 persons registered including a 

host of presenters. Some local board and state board members attended the early morning gathering on Friday last week during the 

NALBOH conference.   Most did not know about our State Association. Evaluations are being received in the Badgerbay offices. New 

officers were elected including Ben Tillett, RPh, PharmD, Person Co. as a Director at Large.  A big thank you to Lynette Tolson for 

exhibiting and to all of you who encouraged your members to obtain scholarships from ANCBH. Denver, Colorado will be the site for 

the 2019 NALBOH conference, Aug. 14-16, 2019 Embassy Suites by Hilton. 

 

 

NCIPH/SPH Update-  

 Training 

 Registration for Principles & Practices of Public Health Nursing closes August 28th.  

 Registration now open for the 35th Annual NC School Nurse Conference scheduled for December 6-7 in 

Greensboro.  

 Save the date for the 2018 child Health Conference on November 27-28. Learn more at 

https://sph.unc.edu/nciph/child-health-conference/.  

 Do you have new members on your Board of Health/consolidated board who need orientation training? NCIPH can 

provide a trainer free of charge. Visit https://sph.unc.edu/nciph/boh-train/ to learn more and schedule a training. 

mailto:ehenseyANCBH@gmail.com
https://sph.unc.edu/nciph/child-health-conference/
https://sph.unc.edu/nciph/boh-train/
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 Accreditation 

 Registration for Accreditation 101: New Agency Accreditation Coordinator Training is now open on the NCPHA Fall 

Educational Conference page.  It will be held September 18 from 9-4 at the Hilton Charlotte University Place with a $60 

fee.   Please note that current registration numbers are low- in order for us to not have to cancel the program, please 

register staff as soon as possible. 

 The NCLHDA program has a new and improved website:  https://NCLHDaccreditation.unc.edu.  In particular, check out 

the video-based Annual Report within the Research and Data tab.  Showing and sharing this 5-minute video is a great 

way to share information and gain buy-in to the accreditation process for LHD staff, governance boards, and other 

partners. 

 

 Other news from NCIPH/SPH 

 UNC Gillings and other partners will be hosting the 24th National Health Equity Research Webcast on Friday, 

September 8th 1:30-4 pm. This year’s theme is From Awareness to Action: Leveraging Resiliency in the 

Context of Toxic Stress and Adverse Childhood Experiences. Participants may attend the live event on campus 

or via live video broadcast. Learn more at http://go.unc.edu/nherw.  

 UNC Gillings is recruiting adjunct faculty to teach as section instructors in the new MPH@UNC online masters 

program. They are particularly interested in recruiting public health professionals (MPH required) who have 

some teaching experience. There is an open job-posting at https://unc.peopleadmin.com/postings/145273 which 

provides more details.  

 
UNC-School of Government 

No additional updates. 

 

Meeting Adjourned 

Motion was made to adjourn, seconded, and passed unanimously.  Meeting was adjourned at 1216. 

 

Next Meeting –September 18, 2018, @ 2pm Charlotte Hilton – University Place, Charlotte, NC 

 

   

 

 

 

 

.  
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